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The vowel harmony in Akan is described as a phonological process of regressive assimilation (i.e. 
advanced vowels assimilate unadvanced ones that precede them (Owusu 2002).  Dolphyne (1988) 
devotes a section of her book to Akan vowel harmony.  She identifies six groups of words that deviate 
from the Akan vowel harmony rule.  Some of the words discussed in Dolphyne (1988) as exceptions to 
the Akan vowel harmony rule do not break the vowel harmony rule in the language.  This is because 
unadvanced vowels cannot assimilate advanced vowels that precede them.  Rather, it is the advanced 
vowels that assimilate unadvanced ones that precede them.  In effect, there are virtually no exceptions to 
the vowel harmony rule in Akan.    
.  
INTRODUCTION 
Unlike many Ghanaian languages which stand endangered, Akan is the most studied Ghanaian 
language.  It is spoken by about sixty percent of the population of Ghana (Owusu, 2002).  Its dialects 
include Fante, Akuapem, Asante, Akyem, Bono, Wasa, Agona, Kwahu, Assin, Gomoa, etc. According 
to the 2010 population and housing census, the Akans are the predominant ethnic group in Ghana. They 
constitute 47.5% of Ghana’s population. Three of the dialects (Asante, Akuapem and Fante) have 
achieved literary status, (Dolphyne 1988).  The examples used in this paper are therefore based on these 
three dialects of Akan. 
Like stress and intonation in English, tone is also considered as a non-segmental feature of speech which 
can be used to bring about differences in the meaning of words which are otherwise identical. Tone is 
the use of pitch in language to distinguish lexical or grammatical meaning. Akan is described as a tone 
language, because tone is important for meaning in the language as shown in 1 and 2 below:  
(1) (a) [ kýráá ] ‘never’ 
(b) [ küràá ] ‘calabash’ 
(2) (a) [ á!sö ]  ‘a girl’s name’ 
 (b) [ àsö]  ‘hoe ’ 
  This paper examines exceptions to the Akan vowel harmony within the framework of autosegmental 














VOWEL HARMONY IN AKAN 
According to Dolphyne (1988), Akan has nine distinct vowels as shown in Fig 1. 
 
Fig 1 
                              front   back 
    i             u  -          close (high) 
           І                û  
                 e             o   -           half-close 
                                            (mid)   
                     ε             כ               -              half-open 
 
-         open (low) 
              a 
 
The vowel symbolised as [a ʙʙ ʙʙ] by Clements (1981) and Dolphyne (1988) is a variant of the low vowel, 
[a]. This vowel is symbolised as [æ] in this paper. It occurs mainly before syllables with the vowels [i] 
and [u] in the Twi dialects as in 3 and 4 below.  
3. [æni] ‘eye’ 
4.  [æduro] ‘medicine’   
In the Fante dialect, it is realised as [e] in the environment of the above advanced vowels as in 5 and 6 
below. 
5. [eɲiwa] 
6. [edur]  
 The vowel harmony in Akan is governed by the [ATR] parameter as shown in Fig 2. 
Fig 2 
[ +ATR ]: i  e    o  u  (æ)   
 [ -ATR ]: І  ε  ô   û  a   
The Akan vowel harmony rule allows advanced vowels to assimilate unadvanced ones that precede 
them, as exemplified in 7 and 8 below.  
7. /bô/ ‘mention’ + /din/ ‘name’  [bodin] ‘Mention its name.’ 
8. /din/ ‘name’ + /bô/ ‘mention’  [dinbô] ‘mentioning of name’   
 
The vowel harmony rule operates in (7) because the unadvanced vowel /ô/ occurs before the advanced 
vowel /i/. In (8) the advanced vowel /i/ fails to assimilate unadvanced vowel /ô/ because the unadvanced 
vowel occurs after the advanced vowel. Because of this phonological phenomenon in Akan, vowels in 
verbal affixes are assimilated by the vowels in the verb stem with which they occur.  This type of 
assimilation, according to Lass (1984), is called distant assimilation since the segments involved are 













Pronoun prefix Verb stem  
 
  [ mІ]           ‘I’ 
  
 [midi]            ‘I eat’ 
  [ wû]          ‘you (singular)’   [wudi ]          ‘You eat’ 
  [ ô(nû) ]    ‘he/she [di]  ‘to eat’  [ odi ]            ‘He eats’ 
  [ yân]         ‘we’   [yedi ]           ‘We eat’ 
  [ mû]          ‘you (plural)’   [mudi ]          ‘You eat’ 
  [ wô(n) ]     ‘they’   [wodi]         ‘They eat’ 
 
The Akan vowel harmony rule can represented linearly as in Fig 3 below: 
Fig 3  
   V V 
-ATR        +ATR      +C +ATR  
 
 
On the other hand, if the vowel in the verb stem is [-ATR], the vowel in the prefix will remain  
[-ATR] as in Table 2 below: 
 
Table 2 
Pronoun prefix Verb stem  
           [mІ]   [mІdІ] ‘I am called ……   
          [wû]  [wûdІ] ‘You are called …..’  
          [ô(nû)] [dІ]    ‘to be called’ [ôdІ] ‘He is called ……..’  
          [yân]  [ yâdІ] ‘We are called…..’    
          [mû]   [mûdІ ] ‘You are called…..’  
          [wô(n)]   [ wôdІ] ‘They are called ….’ 
 
Fig 3 states that a vowel that is [-ATR] becomes [+ATR] in the environment of a following vowel that is 
[+ATR]. The following autosegmental representations in Fig 4 illustrate Vowel Harmony in Akan: 
 
Fig. 4 
ATR Tier:   [ - ATR ]  [ + ATR ]  [ - ATR ]  [ + ATR] 
           z       
 
 














Vowel harmony is an assimilatory process, (Essien 1990, Hyman 1975, Aoki 1968, Katamba 1993, Lass 
1984) and not just a co-occurrence restriction on the distribution of vowels in words, as construed by 
Ofori (2004), Dolphyne (1988) and Kenstowicz (1994).  Vowel harmony should be considered as a 
phonological process and not a phonological state. The Akan vowel harmony can be described as a 
phonological process of regressive assimilation.  This is similar to vowel harmony in Larteh by Ofori 
(2004).  In this phonological process, advanced vowels assimilate unadvanced vowels that precede them. 
 
Almost all the Akan words discussed in Dolphyne (1988) as exceptions to the Akan vowel harmony rule 
have unadvanced vowels preceded by advanced ones. Dolphyne (1988) therefore tends to have more 
exceptions to the Akan vowel harmony than rules.  She discusses two types of vowel harmony (i.e. 
tongue root position and lip rounding).  She however discusses six types or groups of words as 
exceptions to the Akan vowel harmony rule.  It is little wonder that O’Keele (2003) describes the Akan 
vowel harmony as full of seeming exceptions. 
 
Although words like 9 to 18 have both advanced and unadvanced vowels, they do not break the vowel 
harmony rule in Akan. 
9. [Ȃinsân] ‘be pregnant’ 
10. [pinȂʨâ] ‘come close’ 
11. [ædidibІa] ‘pasture’ 
12. [kununûm] ‘husbands’  
13. [æsieyâ] ‘cemetery’   
14. [æmumuyô] ‘evil doing’ 
15. [æsusô] ‘rainy season’ 
16. [onipa] ‘a person’ 
17. [supô] ‘island’  
18. [æhina] ‘pot’ 
The above words (and those listed in the appendix) cannot be considered as exceptions because in each 
of the words, advanced vowels are followed by unadvanced ones. The vowel harmony in Akan is an 
assimilatory process which occurs when unadvanced vowels are followed by advanced ones.  Something 
is considered an exception if it does not follow any rule.  The Akan vowel harmony rule allows [+ATR] 
vowels to assimilate [-ATR] vowels that precede them in words, as in 19 to 25. 
19. /ba/ ‘child’ + /Ȃin/ ‘male’         [beȂin] ‘man’ (Fante) 
20. /wia/ ‘to steal’ + /adІ/  ‘something’             [ædiwia] ‘stealing’ 
21. /kô/ ‘go’ + /fie/ ‘house’              [kofie] ‘go home’ 
22. /wû / ‘you’ +/di/ ‘eat’            [wudi] ‘you eat’ 
23. /bô/ ‘mention’ +/din/ ‘name’           [bodin] ‘mention its name’ 
24. /mІ / ‘me’ + /tuo/ ‘gun’          [mituo] ‘my gun’ 
25. /mâ/ ‘I will’ + /tu/ ‘fly’            [metu] ‘I will fly’ 














(i)  [ -ATR ] [ +ATR ]    [ -ATR ] [ +ATR] 
       z  
  
 




              
            a      d      Ι       w         i     a    æ    d        i          w       i      a 
 
 
(ii)  [ -ATR ] [ +ATR ]    [ -ATR ] [ +ATR] 
       z 
         
 
                    C     V       C        V     X            C     V        C      V     X 
 
          
 
                    b      a      Ȃ          i      n           b      e          Ȃ       i      n 
 
It seems to me that the low vowel, [a] does not undergo the process of ATR assimilation. It is only 
raised to [æ] and [e] in Twi and Fante respectively before syllables with the vowels [i] and [u]. It does 
not undergo any ATR assimilation before the other [+ATR] vowels, [o] and [e] as in 26 to 30 below. 
Because it does not take part in the ATR assimilatory process, it tends to block the spreading process as 
in examples 32 to 36. The examples 37 and 38, from Boadi (2009) further exemplify the fact that the 
chain of spreading is broken by the presence of [æ].  
 
26. [abotire] ‘crown’ 
27. [ago] ‘velvet’ 
28. [atemuda] ‘judgement day’  
29. [atentrehuo] ‘kapok’ 
30. [lateni] ‘someone from Larteh’  
31. [ôpatæku]  ‘wolf’  
32.  [kankæbi] ‘millipede’ 
33.  [ôbærimá] ‘man’ 
34. [ôpætui] ‘he pretended’  
35. [ôkæri]    ‘he weighs it.’  
36. [ôtæni] ‘ someone from northern Ghana’   
37. [okura bætire] ‘he holds a shoulder’ 
38. [okura pætuo] ‘ he holds an owl’  
 
Apart from the Akan low vowel, another form which poses a threat to the Akan vowel harmony rule is 
the progressive affix in the Akuapem dialect. In the Akuapem dialect, the progressive affix, [rǺ] is not 




subject to the vowel harmony rule in Akan. This affix does not change even if it occurs before [+ATR] 
vowels, as in 31 to 33. Because [rǺ] does not take part in the process of ATR assimilation, it tends to 
block the spreading process of [+ATR] vowels, hence the pronominal prefix, [ô] remains [-ATR], 
although it occurs before [+ATR] vowels.  
31. [ôrǺdidi] ‘he is eating’ 
32. [ôrǺkodidi] ‘ he is going to eat’ 
33. [ôrǺtu] he is digging it up. 
 
Conclusion 
An attempt has been made in this paper to reduce the number of words which are considered exceptions 
to the Akan vowel harmony rule.  We have seen from the foregoing discussion that the exceptions to the 
Akan vowel harmony rule are brought about by the Akan low vowel, [a] and the Akuapem progressive 
affix, [rǺ]. Both the low vowel and the progressive affix in the Akuapem dialect do not undergo the 
process of ATR assimilation. At this point, no reasons have been assigned for their failure to undergo 
the process of ATR assimilation. The Akan vowel harmony rule is a spreading process which takes 
place when [-ATR] vowels are followed by [+ATR] vowels. Generally, [+ATR] vowels have the 
tendency to assimilate [-ATR] vowels on the left; [-ATR] vowels on the right are not affected by this 
spreading process.    
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SOME AKAN WORDS WITH BOTH ADVANCED AND UNADVANCED VOWELS  






[ænibǺrǺâ] ‘seriousness’  
[æ imisʥ âm] ‘foolishness’  
[æ iwadʨ Ǻâ] ‘abomination’  
[ækuma] ‘axe’ 
[ænisô] ‘gratitude’ 






[ædutûô] ‘using evil spirits to harm someone’ 
[ædufudǺpâ] ‘greed’ 
[æsikafûô] ‘rich people’ 
[æhiafûô] ‘poor people’ 
[æhufûô] ‘cowards’  
[æniʥǺâ] ‘happiness’ 
[æniwudǺâ] ‘a shameful thing’   
[æyitûma] ‘mourning cloth’  
[ænidasûô] ‘hope’ 
[æwufûô] ‘the dead’ 
[æfiasǺ] ‘prison’ 




[ænidahô] ‘vigilance’  
[æniâdɲn] ‘aggressiveness’  
[ænifira] ‘blindness’  
[æbufufa] ‘anger’ 
[æsubô] ‘baptism’ 
[æhuntasâm] ‘secret things’  
[æɲidifûô] ‘believers’   
[æbura] ‘well’ 
[ætikô] ‘back of the head’  
[boniayâ] ‘ingratitude’  
[buɲia] ‘stove’ 
[ebinûm] ‘some people’ 




[ idôm] ‘rear security forces’ ʨ  
[kuayâ] ‘farming’ 
[mfitiasǺâ] ‘beginning’ 
[mpunam] ‘roasted meat’  
[ɲɕira] ‘blessing’ 
[nimdǺâ] ‘knowledge’  
[nitan] ‘hatred’ 
[nsuoɕǺâ] ‘hot water’ 
[nsekubô] ‘gossiping’  
[nifa] ‘the right hand’  
[oɲiɲʨ â] ‘long life’ 
[oЧifûô]  ‘a thief’ 
[odidifûô] ‘a glutton’ 
[okunafûô] ‘a widow’  
[odupôn] ‘mighty tree’ 
[owura] ‘master’ 
[osebô] ‘jubilation’  
[osukôm] ‘thirst’  
[tirimpô] ‘thought’ 
[wukuada] ‘Wednesday’  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
